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Abstract—Public evaluation campaigns and datasets promote
active development in target research areas, allowing direct
comparison of algorithms. The second edition of the challenge
on Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events
(DCASE 2016) has offered such an opportunity for development
of state-of-the-art methods, and succeeded in drawing together a
large number of participants from academic and industrial backgrounds. In this paper, we report on the tasks and outcomes of
the DCASE 2016 challenge. The challenge comprised four tasks:
acoustic scene classification, sound event detection in synthetic
audio, sound event detection in real-life audio, and domestic
audio tagging. We present in detail each task and analyse the
submitted systems in terms of design and performance. We
observe the emergence of deep learning as the most popular
classification method, replacing the traditional approaches based
on Gaussian mixture models and support vector machines. By
contrast, feature representations have not changed substantially
throughout the years, as mel frequency-based representations
predominate in all tasks. The datasets created for and used in
DCASE 2016 are publicly available and are a valuable resource
for further research.
Index Terms—Acoustic scene classification, audio datasets,
pattern recognition, sound event detection
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I. I NTRODUCTION

Nvironmental sound classification and detection is a
rapidly developing research area. Its growth has been
stimulated by emerging public evaluation campaigns and
datasets promoting active development in areas like automatic
classification of acoustic scenes and automatic detection and
classification of sound events. The series of challenges on
Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events
(DCASE) provides a great opportunity for development and
comparison of state-of-the-art methods, by offering a set
of tasks with corresponding datasets, metrics and evaluation
frameworks for specific topics within this research field.
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Evaluation campaigns are common in many research areas
and play an important role in advancing research and algorithm
development. In the broad field of audio processing, automatic speech recognition evaluations have a long history [1],
while the Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange
(MIREX) [2] has been running yearly for over a decade
already. From neighboring research areas, the TRECVid Multimedia Event Detection (MED) evaluation track [3] that deals
with detecting user defined events in videos, includes and
encourages use of audio information for detection. Related
public evaluation campaigns also include SiSEC challenge
on signal separation [4] and the REVERB challenge on
reverberant speech processing research [5]. Over the years,
the proposed evaluation tasks in these campaigns have grown
in data size, data complexity and task difficulty. In addition,
evaluation campaigns that deal with more specialized topics
have also appeared, for example detection of birds in audio
[6].
Research in environmental sound classification and detection is part of computational auditory scene analysis, and is
currently receiving large amounts of interest within the audio
research community, manifested through special issues and
sessions in related journal and conferences. The high volume
of recent publications on such topics is fueled by interest in
context awareness, content-based information processing of
continuously growing amounts of audio material, and not least
by the development of strong computational methods based on
deep learning architectures. Two main research directions are
evident within the computational auditory scene analysis field:
acoustic scene classification as a general environment recognition problem, and sound events classification or detection as
a more detailed attempt at describing the environment through
the sounds encountered in it.
Acoustic scene classification is based on the premise that
it is possible to provide a textual label as a general characterization of a location or situation, which is assumed to
be distinguishable from others based on its general acoustic
properties. The problem is typically framed as supervised
classification, and often involves a relatively small number
of classes. A thorough review of features and classifiers
used for acoustic scene classification is presented in [7],
presenting in detail the approaches submitted for DCASE
2013. Existing approaches often include use of mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients and other low level spectral descriptors
[8], [9] or more specialized features such as histograms of
sound events [10] or histogram of gradients learned from
time-frequency representations [11]. On the acoustic modeling
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aspect, methods range from classical statistical models like
hidden Markov models (HMMs) [8], Gaussian mixture models
(GMMs) [9] or support vector machines (SVMs) [11], to more
recently developed methods using deep learning that have high
computational complexity in training and often have a large
number of parameters [12].
Sound event detection and classification are based on the
premise that sounds produced from the same source or through
the same physical process can be grouped into a category, and
can be distinguished from sounds originating from different
sources or through different processes. In existing literature
there is often not a clear distinction between detection and
classification, with many early works dealing only with classification of isolated sounds. Hereafter we refer to sound event
detection within an audio segment as classifying the sound into
a category and locating it within the audio in terms of onset
and offset relative to the entire duration. Simplified scenarios
include having a single sound event per audio segment [13] or
a sequence of non-overlapping sound events as the Office Live
task in DCASE 2013 [6]. The most complex variant of sound
event detection, referred to as polyphonic, involves detection
of overlapping sound events. Often based on mel-scale spectral
representations of the signal for features, employed methods
for sound event detection include HMMs [14], NMF [15]–[17],
and recently a variety of temporally constrained deep learning
methods such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [18]–
[20] and long short-term memory (LSTM) [21], [22].
As an alternative to acoustic scene classification and event
detection, we may attempt to characterise an audio segment
by assigning to it one or more labels, where each label
indicates the presence of a particular acoustic event class
in the audio segment without the need to locate the event.
Thus formulating audio tagging as a multi-label classification
task, we may consider the particular case where each training
instance is an audio segment with a set of assigned labels.
Since the labels provide no indication about onset and duration
of acoustic events, we may consider such data weakly labeled.
Whereas audio tagging has been widely applied for analyzing
musical recordings [23]–[29], environmental audio tagging
remains comparatively unexplored. In current studies, methods
investigated include GMMs [30]–[32], SVMs combined with
multiple instance learning [33], unsupervised feature learning
[34], [35] and CNNs [36].
Interest for automatic environmental sound recognition has
seen significant growth recently; however, in contrast to resources supporting speech or music research, databases containing environmental sounds are not easily accessible. Recently AudioSet, a large scale dataset for environmental sound
research, has been made available by Google [37], containing
tags for 10-second audio segments within YouTube videos; its
usability in research tasks is yet to be established. Currently
available literature on environmental sound recognition uses
in-house datasets, making it difficult to have a fair comparison
of the methods. An important step towards improving this
situation was the first Detection and Classification of Acoustic
Scenes and Events (DCASE) challenge organized in 2013 with
purpose-built datasets. Even though the amount of data offered
was rather small, the challenge introduced public evaluations
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of everyday sounds. DCASE 2013 was a successful first
edition, covering two tasks and attracting submissions from
18 international teams, that concluded with a special session
at WASPAA 2013. Thereafter, many other special sessions on
environmental sound classification were organized at different
conferences, marking a clear boost in research community
interest in the topic.
DCASE 2016 was the second edition of the challenge,
bringing the tasks closer to real life applications by using
complex audio recorded in everyday life, and providing larger
amounts of data for the tasks. It was organized as an IEEE
Audio and Acoustic Signal Processing Technical Committee
challenge, like DCASE 2013, and had a very high amount of
participants overall, with four times more submissions than
the first challenge. Challenge results were presented during
a dedicated one day workshop. Participants came from both
academia and industry, showing ongoing research and active
development on both sides.
In this paper we present the tasks and outcome of the
DCASE 2016 challenge, reporting advances made in the
last three years. In Section II we present the DCASE 2016
Challenge organization details, timeline and tasks. We proceed
with the detailed presentation of each task in Sections III–VI.
For each task, we provide the definition, dataset description
and experimental setup, the metrics used for evaluation of the
methods, the baseline system provided to the participants as
reference performance, and the analysis of submitted systems
and results. Finally, Section VIII presents conclusions and
provides suggestions on future work and keeping DCASE
active.
II. C HALLENGE TASKS AND TIMELINE
Building on the experience from the first challenge, the
tasks for DCASE 2016 were designed to improve upon those
in DCASE 2013. The tasks were: Task 1 - Acoustic scene
classification, Task 2 - Sound event detection in synthetic
audio, Task 3 - Sound event detection in real-life audio, and
Task 4 - Domestic audio tagging. Notably, Task 1 was defined
the same way as in DCASE 2013, but with a new and much
larger dataset, and Task 2 also considered the overlap between
sound events to be detected. In addition, Task 3 was introduced
to bring the challenge closer to real world applications, and
Task 4 was introduced to provide a multi-label classification
task.
A key difference between DCASE 2013 and 2016 is that
the former asked from participating teams to submit source
code for the developed systems, which was run and evaluated
by the challenge organizers, thus evaluation data were not
released to participants at the time. The 2016 version of
the challenge instead released the evaluation data (without
reference annotations) to participants, who submitted their
system outputs to the challenge organizers for computation
of performance metrics.
The advantage of releasing evaluation data instead of requiring source code is that it avoids potential software or
output formatting incompatibilities arising from having to
execute code collected from participants. For DCASE 2013,
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Fig. 1. Acoustic scene classification and audio tagging.

the organizers indeed reported various software issues with
libraries, Linux/Windows differences, formatting and bugs
in the submitted code, which are all avoided by requiring
submission of system output [38]. Given the substantially
increased number of submissions for DCASE 2016, running
code for all submissions would require a substantial amount
of both computational and human resources. Also, requiring
submission of source code may deter participants that are not
comfortable or confident in their software development skills.
For example the MIREX public evaluation campaign requires
source code with strict rules for running it [39]; MIREX
traditionally does not have many participants per task, but
even so there is an imposed execution time limit, and there
are cases in which the allocated execution time is exceeded.
On the other hand, submission of system output to challenge
organisers does not allow for a execution time analysis of
submitted systems, and this practice neither actively promote
good software engineering practices nor software sustainability
and reproducibility. There are also potential issues with releasing datasets to participants: e.g. for MIREX several datasets
are copyright-restricted (which is why they are not shared
with participants), as well as on re-using datasets for several
editions of a challenge.
A. Task descriptions
Acoustic Scene Classification is an audio classification
problem that carries broad interest due to the development of
context-aware devices and applications. It is a straightforward
multi-class supervised classification problem in which the
categories for classification are labels describing the acoustic
scene. Figure 1 illustrates in the left panel the way the task is
defined: for each audio example, the system must provide a
single label; the system is trained using audio data labeled in
the same way, with a single label per audio example.
Sound event detection is defined as the task of finding
individual sound events in a test audio example by indicating
onset, offset and textual labels for each sound event instance,
as illustrated in Fig. 2. The sound event classes are predefined,
making it a supervised learning task, with training data available for all classes. There were two sound event detection
tasks in DCASE 2016, one using synthetic data generated
from isolated sound event examples, for which training data
were available as isolated sound examples, and the other using
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Fig. 2. Sound event detection: finding temporal positions and textual labels
for sound events in an audio example.

recordings of everyday scenes, for which training data containing overlapping sounds was provided, with manually annotated
reference similar to the system output illustration. Use of
synthetic data allows control over the number and relative
levels of overlapping sounds, mixtures containing balanced
classes and computation of performance metrics with reliable
reference annotations. Real-life audio is more challenging,
since real-life sound event classes are often unbalanced: some
sound events may be arbitrarily rare, and manual annotations
are subjective in both label and onset/offset positioning.
Audio tagging is defined as a multi-label classification
problem, in which each possible label corresponds to a class
of sound events which may occur in the acoustic scene, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. When applied to short audio chunks, audio
tagging can be viewed as a coarse-grained variant of sound
event detection, where for each audio chunk the presence of a
given label informs about whether events of a particular class
occur in the chunk. Whereas the onset and duration prediction
that we obtain in sound event detection is not requested in
audio tagging, the temporal resolution imposed by the audio
chunk size may nonetheless be sufficient for typical applications such as human activity monitoring, where predicting
precise event boundaries is secondary to characterizing the
acoustic scene. A potential practical benefit of audio tagging
is the straightforward manual annotation process, which does
not necessitate recording event boundaries. The task thus raises
an interesting technical challenge, namely how to learn from
such weakly labeled data.
As presented in detail in the following sections, each task
carries its own distinct objective. Thus, the design of the
datasets and the way the metrics are computed may differ,
leading to the use of specific statistical significance evaluation
procedures for each task.
B. Challenge timeline and participants
Organization of the challenge started in summer 2015 by
planning the tasks, data recording and annotation process,
converging to the definition of the four tasks. Once the tasks
and evaluation procedure were agreed on, the challenge was
announced to the community, and the organization procedure
started. Table I lists the challenge timeline.
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TABLE I
DCASE 2016 C HALLENGE SCHEDULE .
Phase
Challenge announcement
Data recording and annotation for tasks 1 and 3
Definition of tasks and evaluation procedure
Publication of challenge tasks
Publication of development datasets and
baseline systems
Publication of evaluation datatsets
Submission deadline
Publication of results

Time
June 2015
June-Dec 2015
Sept-Nov 2015
Dec 2015
Jan 2016
Apr 2016
June 2016
Aug 2016
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cross-validation during system development. For each acoustic
scene, 78 segments were included in the development set and
26 segments were kept for evaluation. The partitioning of the
data was based on the location of the original recordings such
that all segments obtained from the same original recording
were included into a single subset – either development or
evaluation, and within the development set into either the
training or testing subset.
B. Baseline system and evaluation metric

The goal of acoustic scene classification is to classify a test
recording into one of predefined classes that characterizes the
environment in which it was recorded, such as ”park”, ”bus”
”home”, ”office”.

The baseline system provided for the task [40] consists of
a mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) and Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) classifier. MFCCs were calculated
using 40 ms frames with a Hamming window, 50% overlap
and 40 mel bands. For classification, the first 20 coefficients
were kept, including the 0th order coefficient, along with delta
and acceleration coefficients calculated using a window length
of 9 frames. The 0th order MFCC was included in the feature
vector for keeping information on the energy of the signal,
which may provide discriminative information for certain
scene classes. Each acoustic scene was modeled using a 16component GMM trained using the expectation maximization
algorithm. During testing, predictions were obtained using
maximum likelihood classification among all available models,
with likelihood accumulated over the entire test signal.
Classification performance is measured using accuracy, representing the number of correctly classified segments among
the total number of test segments. The overall classification
accuracy of the baseline system on the development data,
obtained using the provided cross-validation setup, is 72.5%,
with class-wise performance ranging from 13.9% to 98.6%.
The baseline system classification accuracy on the subsequently released evaluation set is 77.2%. The baseline system
is marked in the results as DCASE.

A. Dataset and experimental setup

C. Challenge results

The task used the TUT Acoustic Scenes 2016 dataset [40],
consisting of recordings from 15 acoustic scenes: lakeside
beach, bus, café/restaurant, car, city center, forest path, grocery
store, home, library, metro station, office, urban park, residential area, train, and tramway. The acoustic scene categories
were selected while planning the data recording procedure.
All data were recorded in Finland. To obtain high acoustic
variability for all acoustic scene categories, each recording was
made in a different location: different streets, different parks,
different homes. There are 15-18 locations for each acoustic
scene category except office, for which there are only 13. For
each recording location, a 3-5 minute long audio recording
was captured. Recordings were made using a Soundman OKM
II Klassik/studio A3, electret binaural microphone worn in
the ears, and a Roland Edirol R-09 recorder using 44.1
kHz sampling rate and 24 bit resolution. All recorded audio
material was then cut into segments of 30 seconds length.
The dataset was split into a development set and evaluation
set, with the evaluation set consisting of approximately 30% of
the total amount. The development set was further partitioned
into four folds of training and testing sets to be used for

As seen in Table II, Task 1 is the most popular task of
the 2016 challenge, with a total of 48 submissions from
34 different teams. Most submitted systems outperform the
baseline system, which is expected, given its simplicity. Out
of 48 submitted systems, 22 use deep learning (DL), and 7
teams use the binaural input or multiple combinations of the
two audio channels.
Various classification approaches were used, including feedforward neural networks, recurrent (RNN, including LSTM),
convolutional (CNN), and combinations of neural networks
with other techniques, specifically GMMs. SVM-based approaches account for 10 submitted systems, while ensemble
classifiers are used in 10 other systems. The list of top
performers is dominated by ensemble classifiers [41]–[43]
and deep learning classification methods, in particular CNNs
[12], [29], [44]. We also note that factor analysis methods
perform well: i-vectors [41] and NMF [45] are among top
performing systems, exploiting the fact that each scene is
composed of multiple sources whose joint variations can be
explained using latent variables. Table III summarises topperforming systems, including information on the features and

TABLE II

DCASE 2016 C HALLENGE SUBMISSION STATISTICS .
Task
Acoustic Scene Classification
Sound Ev. Det. in Synth. Audio
Sound Ev. Det. in Real-Life Audio
Domestic Audio Tagging

Submissions
48
10
16
8

Teams
34
9
12
7

Authors
113
37
45
23

The 2016 challenge attracted a substantially higher number
of participants than the previous challenge, with a total of 82
submissions for the 4 tasks, with 48 tasks submitted for Task 1
(Acoustic Scene Classification). In comparison, DCASE 2013
comprised a total of 24 submissions from 18 teams. Table II
lists statistics on the number of submissions and participants,
while more detailed information for each task will be presented
in the following sections.
III. ACOUSTIC S CENE C LASSIFICATION
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Fig. 3. Acoustic scene classification task accuracies based on the evaluation
set with 95% confidence intervals, selected top system per participant. Based
on McNemar’s test with a significance level of 0.05, 4 runners-up systems
cannot be judged to perform differently to the winner (marked in orange),
and a number of systems do not perform differently to the baseline system
(blue) under the same statistical test conditions.
TABLE III
S ELECTED TOP RANKED SYSTEMS SUBMITTED FOR ACOUSTIC S CENE
C LASSIFICATION TASK .
System
Eghbal-Zadeh 4
Bisot
Ko 1
Marchi
Valenti
Kumar
Takahashi
Lee 2
Bae

Features
MFCC+spectrogram
spectrogram
various features
various features
mel energies
MFCC distribution
MFCC
unsupervised features
spectrogram

Classifier
ensemble
NMF
ensemble
ensemble
CNN
SVM
DNN-GMM
CNN ensemble
CNN-RNN

Acc
89.7 %
87.7 %
87.2 %
86.4 %
86.2 %
85.9 %
85.6 %
85.4 %
84.6 %

classification approach employed in each system. Figure 3 lists
those systems that outperform the baseline, including details
on use of monophonic (M) or binaural (B) audio, and machine
learning approach.
From a feature design perspective, representations using the
mel-frequency scale (MFCCs and log-mel energies) were most
popular among the 48 submissions. The main reason for this
is that they provide a reasonably good representation of the
spectral properties of the signal and provide reasonably high
inter-class variability to allow class discrimination by many
different machine learning approaches. Other choices included
CQT-based time-frequency representations [45], combinations
of various features (including mel-based) [41]–[43], and representations learned in an unsupervised way [46].
D. Discussion
Even though many of the top performing systems were
based on deep learning methods, the evaluation shows that
good performance can be obtained using classical methods
too, such as SVM or NMF. Comparing performance between
the development and evaluation datasets, most systems have
similar or better performance on the evaluation set, showing
that they exhibit good generalization properties.
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Confidence intervals, calculated as a binomial proportion
confidence interval for the classification output being correct or
incorrect with respect to the ground truth, are presented in Fig.
3 for selected top systems per participant. It can be seen that
the confidence intervals of systems with similar performance
overlap significantly. A further analysis of the classification
output using McNemar’s test for comparing classifiers [47]
shows that some systems cannot be considered as performing
differently than the winner for a significance level of 0.05.
Similarly, a number of systems cannot be differentiated from
the baseline system under same statistical test conditions.
Class-wise results show rather large difference in classification
performance between systems and for different scene categories, with most difficult classes being library (lowest score
obtained by at least one system 0%) and train (11.5%), while
beach, bus, car and office had a score of at least 69% for all
systems.
A listening experiment based on the evaluation dataset
was set up for comparing systems’ performance to human
performance. Due to the size of the dataset, subsets containing
30 audio segments were presented to each test subject, with
two segments for each scene class. The test segments per
subject were randomly selected without replacement, resulting
in the complete evaluation dataset being distributed among 13
test subjects.
A total of 87 participants provided 2 610 individual task
answers. For evaluation, each audio sample is considered a
separate test item and compared to the corresponding ground
truth. The overall performance of the human subjects calculated over all answers was 54.4 %, while average performance
across contexts for all submitted systems is 80.9% - the difference in performance is striking. Previous similar experiments
resulted in human performance similar or higher than that of
automatic classification methods using same data: for example
in [8], human performance was 69% for 24 classes and 88%
for 6 classes, just slightly higher than the automatic methods
proposed in the same work; human performance for the 10
classes of DCASE 2013 data was determined to be 72% [7]
and 79% [48] in two different setups, both being much better
than the 55% average of the submissions. A breakdown of
subjects into groups shows that the ones familiar with the
Finnish soundscape had an average recognition accuracy of
60% compared to the participants from outside Finland that
reached only 53%. At the same time, an expert listener who
was highly familiar with the data and tested with the entire
evaluation set obtained a performance of 77%.
Confusion matrices for the submitted systems and human
ratings are presented in Figures 4 and 5. Some similarities
can be observed, for example in the confusion of park and
residential area, and train being confused with cafeteria in
recordings made in the train’s restaurant car. Other confusions
are understandable from a human perspective, such as not
distinguishing easily between forest path and park or city
center and residential area streets, while another notable confusion of automatic systems is between home and library. The
poor performance of humans is rather surprising, but could
be explained by lack of familiarity of the subjects with the
acoustic characteristics of the scene, and the small amount
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Fig. 4. Confusion matrix for all submitted systems

of training data offered in the familiarization stage of the
listening experiment. In addition, test subjects were allowed to
answer whenever ready, thus reducing the amount of acoustic
information used in the decision making process. A closer
investigation of the listening test results is presented in [49].
IV. S OUND EVENT DETECTION IN SYNTHETIC AUDIO
The goal of Task 2 is to detect possibly overlapping sound
events, using synthetic mixtures simulating an office environment. As such, the task is directly related to the problem of
polyphonic sound event detection and is a successor of the
Event Detection - Office Synthetic task carried out at DCASE
2013 [38]. By using synthetic mixtures, Task 2 studies the
behavior of tested algorithms when facing controlled levels
of complexity (noise, polyphony), with the added benefit of a
very accurate ground truth.
A. Dataset and experimental setup
Audio data for Task 2 contains instances of 11 sound classes
related to office sounds: clearing throat, coughing, door knock,
door slam, drawer, human laughter, keyboard, keys (placed
on a table), page turning, phone ringing, and speech. Audio
sequences for this task were created from isolated sound events
using the sound scene synthesizer of [50]. Recordings of
isolated sound events were made at LS2N, École Centrale de
Nantes, using a shotgun microphone AT8035 connected to a
ZOOM H4n recorder. Audio files are sampled at 44.1 kHz and
are monophonic.
The task involves three datasets: training, development, and
testing. The training set contains recordings of 20 isolated
sounds per class, for the 11 classes enlisted above. The development dataset contains 18 simulated sound scenes of 2 min
duration each generated using the same isolated segments
found in the training dataset, plus background sounds. Finally,
the test dataset contains 54 audio files of simulated sound
scenes of 2 min duration each, using a pool of 440 isolated
event segments not available in the training and development
datasets, plus background sounds also different from the
one used in the development dataset. The development and
test datasets contain ground truth annotations automatically
generated by the sound scene synthesizer, in the form of a
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Fig. 5. Confusion matrix for human classification

sound event list identified by a start time, end time, and sound
event class.
Parameters controlling the simulated material include the
event-to-background ratio (EBR), the presence/absence of
overlapping events (monophonic/polyphonic scene), and the
number of active events per class. The EBR of an event of
length N (in samples) is obtained by computing the ratio in
decibel between the event Erms and the background Brms
root mean square measures:
◆
✓
Erms
EBR = 20log10
(1)
Brms
where Erms and Brms are defined as:
Xrms =

N
1 X
x(n)2
N n=1

!1/2

(2)

with x(n) being replaced by either e(n) or b(n), the sound
pressures at sample n of respectively the sound event sequence
and the background noise. In the Task 2 dataset, the EBR has
values of -6, 0, and 6 dB. For monophonic scenes, the number
of active events per class varies from 1 to 3 and for polyphonic
scenes from 3 to 5.
B. Baseline system and evaluation metrics
The baseline system developed for this task is based on
supervised non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [51] and
uses a dictionary of pre-extracted spectral templates, created
using the training dataset. For pre-processing, the system
computes a variable-Q transform (VQT) spectrogram [52]
with a 10 ms time step and a log-frequency resolution of
60 bins/octave. A simple noise removal process detects silent
regions in the recording and uses them as the noise level.
Supervised NMF with beta-divergence and 30 iterations is
used to decompose the VQT spectrogram into a pre-extracted
and fixed spectral basis matrix (estimated during training)
and a sound event activation matrix. The latter matrix is
subsequently thresholded and post-processed into a list of
detected events per time frame.
Following a community discussion using the DCASE 2016
mailing list, a set of evaluation metrics for sound event
detection was chosen. The metrics are presented in detail
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TABLE IV
S UMMARY OF SYSTEMS SUBMITTED FOR THE S OUND E VENT D ETECTION IN S YNTHETIC AUDIO TASK .
System
Komatsu
Choi
Hayashi
Phan
Giannoulis
Pikrakis
Vu
Gutierrez
Kong

Features
variable Q transform
mel energy
mel filterbank
Gammatone cepstrum
various
Bark scale coefficients
CQT
MFCC
mel filterbank

Classifier
semi-supervised NMF
DNN
BLSTM
Random forests
CNMF
Template matching
RNN
kNN
DNN

ER1s
0.33
0.36
0.40
0.59
0.67
0.74
0.89
2.08
3.54

F1s
80.2 %
78.7 %
78.1 %
64.8 %
55.8 %
37.4 %
52.8 %
25.0 %
12.6 %

frequency resolution, in order to disambiguate multiple overlapping sound events. Other features used included MFCCs,
gammatone cepstra, and Bark scale coefficients.
D. Discussion
Fig. 6. Task 2 results on the evaluation set: segment-based error rate vs.
F-score for all submitted systems. The baseline system is marked in blue and
is ranked 8th of 11 systems.

in [53]. In Task 2, the main metric is the segment-based
total error rate evaluated in one second segments over the
entire test set, denoted ER1s . In segment-based metrics, an
event in the system output is considered correctly detected
if its temporal position overlaps with the segment of an
event with the same label in the ground truth. Additional
metrics for Task 2 include the segment-based F-score,
denoted as F1s , and the onset-only event-based F-score with
200ms tolerance. Performance of the baseline system for the
development dataset is ER 1s = 0.78, whereas for the test
dataset ER 1s = 0.89.
C. Challenge results
Task 2 had 10 submissions from 9 teams, as can be seen in
Table II. In terms of the error rate, 6 submissions outperformed
the baseline system. Results in terms of the segment-based
error rate and F-measure are shown in Table IV, with a
graphical representation of the results shown in Fig. 6.
As can be seen from Table IV, about half of the submissions use some form of deep learning, including feedforward
networks, recurrent neural networks (RNNs), bi-directional
long short memory networks (BLSTMs), and convolutional
neural networks (CNNs). The BLSTMs were also combined
with hidden Markov models (HMMs) for modelling sound
event durations. Two submissions are based on non-negative
matrix factorisation (NMF), one using convolutive NMF. There
were also approaches that used random forests, k-nearest
neighbors and template matching. For both sets of metrics,
the best performing system used NMF with a mixture of local
dictionaries, combined with SVM postprocessing.
In terms of features, most approaches used time-frequency
representations, including the constant-Q transform (CQT),
variable-Q transform (VQT), and mel spectrograms. When
compared with Task 1, the extracted features have a higher

A few submitted systems reported ER1s > 1, which
indicates that the F-measure was used as the main metric for
training the submitted systems. Still, there is an almost perfect
agreement with respect to rankings when comparing the error
rate with the F-measure. Segment-based scores are generally
higher compared to event-based scores (even considering that
event-based scores only consider the sound event onset and not
the offset). This drop for event-based metrics implies the lack
of either temporal precision or temporal tracking in submitted
systems.
With respect to the generalization capabilities of the systems, most report a significant drop in performance (10 30%
in terms of absolute F-measure) when compared with development set results. This was mostly observed in conjunction with
neural network-based systems, which might imply overfitting,
most probably because the development set used the same
samples as the training set. As expected, results depend on the
sound class. For example, the first-ranked system of Komatsu
et al. [54] reports an F-measure of 90.7% on door knock
events, and a 37.7% on door slams. The door slam class
in particular was the most challenging to detect amongst all
systems, possibly due to the short duration of such events.
Due to the nature of the dataset, where groups of recordings have specific properties with respect to EBR and event
density, an analysis of overall system performance for Task
2 is performed using a one-way repeated measures ANOVA.
Sphericity is evaluated according to a Maulchy test [55], using
a significance threshold of 0.05. This analysis, performed on
the class-wise event-based F-measure, shows that out of 10
systems, 7 significantly improve upon the baseline system.
This metric is chosen as it is not sensitive to the duration
and density (number of events per scene) of the events.
When comparing the performance of systems to detect
monophonic vs. polyphonic sequences, the ANOVA analysis
does not indicate any significant difference. Results with
respect to background noise show that the higher the EBR, the
better is the performance of the systems (with the exception
of the system of Komatsu et al [54]). Only four systems have
significantly better performance than the baseline for all EBR
levels. Finally, statistical significance evaluation w.r.t. the num-
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ber of events does not show any influence of this parameter on
the performance of the evaluated systems. A detailed statistical
analysis of results for Task 2 is provided in [56].
V. S OUND EVENT DETECTION IN REAL - LIFE AUDIO
Task 3 evaluates the performance of sound event detection
systems in multi-source conditions similar to everyday life,
where sound sources are rarely heard in isolation. Contrary to
the synthetic audio task, there is no control over the number
of overlapping sound events at each time, both in the training
and testing audio data.
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TABLE V
TUT S OUND E VENTS 2016: M OST FREQUENT EVENT CLASSES WITH
NUMBER OF INSTANCES

Residential area
event class
(object) banging
bird singing
car passing by
children shouting
people speaking
people walking
wind blowing

instances
23
271
108
31
52
44
30

Home
event class
(object) rustling
(object) snapping
cupboard
cutlery
dishes
drawer
glass jingling
object impact
people walking
washing dishes
water tap running

instances
60
57
40
76
151
51
36
250
54
84
47

A. Dataset and experimental setup
Task 3 uses the TUT Sound Events 2016 dataset, consisting of two common everyday environments: one outdoor
(residential area) and one indoor (home). The audio material
consists of the original full length recordings that are also part
of TUT Acoustic Scenes with the same scene label. Target
sound event classes were selected based on their frequency
in the annotations. The annotations were produced by two research assistants, using nouns to characterize the sound source,
and verbs to characterize the sound production mechanism,
wherever this was possible. The full recording and annotation
procedure is described in [40].
The event classes and the number of examples available for
each class are listed in Table V. The recordings contain many
other overlapping sounds, but only the listed classes are considered for the current detection task. Two sets of annotations
were provided: the simplified annotations containing only the
selected classes, and the full annotation containing all available
annotated sounds, with the baseline system implementation
based on the simplified annotation set.
The data were partitioned so that a higher proportion of
instances for each class were included in the development
set. This resulted in keeping 5 recordings for evaluation in
each scene. The development set consists of 12 recordings for
residential area having 60-80% of total available instances per
class and 10 recordings for home, having 40-80% of instances.
The provided cross-validation setup for the development set
consists of 4 folds, in which each recording is tested exactly
once.
B. Baseline system and evaluation metric
The baseline system provided for the task is based on
the same method as used in Task 1. It uses MFCCs and
GMMs, with MFCCs calculated using the same parameters
as in the baseline system for Task 1. For each event class, a
binary classifier is used, with the positive class model trained
using those audio segments annotated as belonging to the
modeled event class, and a negative class model trained using
the remainder of the audio recording [40]. During testing,
the decision for each event class is independent, based on
computing the likelihood ratio between positive and negative
models for the class within a one second sliding window.
Evaluation of system performance for sound event detection
uses as the primary metric the segment-based error rate in

one second segments, as in Task 2. Secondary metrics are
the segment-based F-score and event-based error rate and Fscore. The segment-based error rate of the baseline system on
the development set is 0.91, while on the evaluation dataset it
is 0.88. For the evaluation stage, the system was trained using
the full development set, resulting in better performance due
to availability of more training data.
C. Challenge results
There were 16 submissions for Task 3, originating from
12 different teams. Surprisingly, only one of the submitted
systems performed better than the baseline system in terms of
segment-based error rate. Systems based on deep learning accounted for most of the systems, with top 7 submissions based
on DNN, RNN or fusion including deep learning architectures.
Other classification approaches include random forests and
one GMM-HMM solution. A system generating random events
for each one second segment was also submitted, to simulate
a data-driven solution tailored to the evaluation metric and
using only statistics of the annotation, disregarding the audio
completely. Unsurprisingly, it ranked very low.
The choice of features is dominated by mel representations:
out of 16 systems, 9 use MFCCs and 4 use mel energies.
The most obvious explanation for this is that MFCCs and
mel energies provide a compact yet reasonably informative
representation of the signal spectrum. Only one team (two
submissions) exploited binaural acoustic information [57].
The segment-based performance of all submitted systems
is presented in Figure 7, and top three systems according to
ER are summarized in Table VI. The scatter plot in Figure
7 places the best system closest to the upper right corner. It
can be noticed that 8 submissions had better F-score than the
baseline system. The top system has ER1s = 0.80, which
is relatively high, considering that a zero-output system has
ER1s = 1 [53]. The F-score of the top system is however
also the highest of all submissions, at 47.8 %. The runnerup in terms of ER is the baseline system, while for F-score
two other submissions obtain 41.9 % and 41.1 %, respectively.
Most submissions had error rates between 0.9 and 1.
D. Discussion
The trend for using deep learning is evident also for Task 3.
The structure and training of neural networks allow directly
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TABLE VI
S UMMARY OF SELECTED SYSTEMS SUBMITTED FOR S OUND E VENT
D ETECTION IN R EAL L IFE AUDIO TASK .
System
Adavanne 1
Zoehrer
Vu
Liu
Kong
Pham
Elizalde4
Phan
Gorin

Features
mel energy
spectrogram
mel energy
MFCC
MFCC
MFCC
MFCC
GCC
mel energy

Classifier
RNN
GRNN
RNN
fusion
DNN
DNN
Random Forests
Random Forests
CNN

ER1s
0.80
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.95
0.95
0.96
0.96
0.97

F1s
47.8 %
39.6 %
41.9 %
34.5 %
36.3 %
11.6 %
33.6 %
23.9 %
41.1 %
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training methods. Results achieved for Task 3 demonstrate the
difficulty of the event detection task in a realistic setting.
VI. D OMESTIC AUDIO TAGGING
Task 4 is based on audio recordings made in a domestic
environment. It involves multi-label classification of 4-second
audio chunks, with the set of label classes based on prominent
sound sources in the acoustic environment. For a given audio
chunk, submitted systems are required to output a classification
score for each of the seven label classes listed in Table VII.
In the available development dataset, multi-label annotations
are provided for each audio chunk.
A. Dataset and experimental setup

Fig. 7. Task 3 (Sound event detection in real life recordings) results
using evaluation data: segment-based error rate and F-score for all submitted
systems. The baseline system is marked in blue and has the second smallest
error rate.

and very easily a setup for multi-label classification, which
fits the task of polyphonic sound event detection. On the
other hand, due to some classes having a small number of
instances, most methods, and especially the deep learning
methods, fail to detect them, being optimized to detect most
of the events belonging to more frequent classes. A look at
class-wise performance reveals that the top system detects only
few classes, with F-scores 76 % for water tap and 16.5 % for
washing dishes in home scenes, 62 % for bird singing, 76.7 %
for car passing by, 32 % for wind blowing in residential area
scenes, and all other classes 0 %. Full class-wise results are
available on the challenge webpage [58].
A close look at the scene-wise performance reveals that
sound events in residential area scenes were easier to detect
(ER1s = 0.78) than the ones in home scenes (ER1s = 0.91).
This is likely due to residential area classes being clearly
distinct, while home classes are more similar to each other:
in residential area scenes, the sound event classes are mostly
related to concrete physical sound sources (bird singing, car
passing by), while the home scenes are dominated by abstract
object impact sounds (dishes, cutlery, etc).
Tasks 2 and 3 address the same problem and use the
same metrics, but use different material (synthetic vs. real
audio), resulting in a large difference in results: error rate
0.33 and F-score 80.2 % top score for synthetic data, while
for real audio top scores are 0.81 and 47.8 %, respectively.
This difference can be explained by the complexity of the
audio: Task 2 synthetic data were generated with a controlled
number of overlapping events and a quiet background, while
Task 3 data have an unknown number of overlapping events,
including sounds not belonging the target classes. Part of the
difference in systems’ performance can also stem from the
manual annotation of real-world data, as manual annotations
are inherently noisy and this affects both evaluation scores and

The audio recordings used in Task 4 originate from
the Computational Hearing in Multisource Environments
(CHiME) project [59], [60]. These recordings were subsequently annotated and released as CHiME-Home [32], a multiannotation dataset aimed at audio tagging tasks.
1) Audio recordings: The CHiME-Home dataset consists
of approx. 6.8 hours of stereophonic audio, obtained by
positioning binaural recording equipment inside a house. The
acoustic environment comprises the following sound sources:
Two adults and two children, television and electronic gadgets,
kitchen appliances, footsteps and knocks produced by human
activity, further to sound originating from outside the house.
In Task 4, audio data are provided at sampling rates 48 kHz
and 16 kHz, respectively as stereophonic and monophonic
recordings. The 16 kHz recordings were obtained by downsampling the right-hand channel of the 48 kHz recordings.
All audio data are available for system development, however
the subsequent evaluation is performed using the monophonic
audio sampled at 16 kHz. This approach aims at approximating
the recording capabilities of commodity hardware.
2) Annotations: The audio was partitioned into 6 137 nonoverlapping 4-second audio chunks. Subsequently, three human annotators were each asked to assign labels to each of
the chunks. The set of possible label classes included those
listed in Table VII, with two auxiliary labels for flagging
chunks as silent or unidentifiable. To increase confidence about
annotations, Task 4 is evaluated using only the chunks for
which two or more annotators assigned the same label, for all
considered labels. The final labels of those 2 762 chunks with
‘strong agreement’ between annotators are then determined by
majority voting across annotators.
3) Development and evaluation data: Out of 6 137 chunks,
4 378 chunks are available for system development, with
the remaining 1 759 chunks previously reserved for release
after DCASE 2016, by partitioning at the level of 5-minute
recording segments. The 4 378 chunks in the development
dataset include 1 946 ‘strong agreement’ chunks for training
and testing. The remaining 2 432 chunks in the development
dataset are available as additional training material. Out of
the 1 759 chunks reserved for release after conclusion of
DCASE 2016, there are 816 ‘strong agreement’ chunks. We
use these 816 chunks as evaluation data. Table VII reports label
occurrences for ‘strong agreement’ chunks. To help quantify
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TABLE VII
L ABEL OCCURRENCES IN DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION SUBSETS OF
D OMESTIC AUDIO TAGGING TASK . BASED ON AUDIO CHUNKS WITH
STRONG ANNOTATOR AGREEMENT, COUNTS REPORTED IN BOLDFACE AND
COUNTS WHERE ALL 3 ANNOTATORS AGREED IN ITALICS .
Label
c
m
f
v
p
b
o

Description
Child speech
Adult male speech
Adult female speech
Video game/TV
Percussive sounds, e.g. crash, bang, knock,
footsteps
Broadband noise, e.g. household appliances
Other identifiable sounds

Number of audio chunks
Development Evaluation
1214 1143 328 301
174
152
79 69
409
339
140 126
1181 1141 590 571
765
344
269 119
19
361

9
21

31
125

31
10

annotator agreement, the table furthermore reports label occurrences where for a given label all 3 annotators agreed about
its presence. For a discussion of annotator agreement, please
refer to [32].
To aid system development, we further partition the development data at the level of 5-minute recording segments for
5-fold cross validation. In the partition, due to a low number of
associated label occurrences, we omit the 5-minute recording
constraint for chunks labelled ‘b’.
B. Baseline system and evaluation metric
The baseline system for Task 4 relies on MFCCs combined
with GMMs. For simplicity, the system is based on the same
software implementation as Task 1 and Task 3. The chosen
system parameters for Task 4 closely match those previously
reported for the CHiME-Home dataset [32], parameters which
we observed yielded favorable results. Thus, we obtain 20 ms
frames with a Hamming window and 50% overlap. Subsequently, excluding the 0th order coefficient we extract the 13
first MFCCs, based on 40 mel frequency bands. Finally, after
normalizing feature vectors to zero mean and unit variance, for
each of the seven considered labels we train an independent
binary classifier consisting of two 8-component GMMs. Given
a set of input frames, the label-wise classification score is the
log-likelihood ratio of the two associated GMMs.
To quantify prediction performance with respect to a given
label, we follow the convention of considering a range of
possible classifier operating points. We compute the equal
error rate (EER) [61], which is the fixed point of the graph
of false negative rate versus false positive rate, plotted in
response to the operating point. Thus, the EER approximates
the classification error rate we would obtain for equal amounts
of positive and negative instances, facilitating comparison of
performance across label classes. Averaged across labels, the
baseline system yields EERs 0.213 and 0.209, for development
and evaluation datasets, respectively.
C. Challenge results
With eight submissions by seven teams, Table VIII displays
obtained EERs for each of the seven individual labels, in
addition to label-averaged EERs used to rank the submissions.
As observed, in terms of label-averaged EERs, with the exception of two systems all submissions outperform the baseline.
Obtained label-averaged EERs range from 0.166 to 0.221,
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with the best-performing and worst-performing submissions
respectively representing a performance gain of 20.6% and a
performance loss of 5.7%, relative to the baseline.
As was observed across all DCASE 2016 tasks, neural
networks are a popular choice of classification technique,
comprising seven out of eight submissions for Task 4. The
two best-performing submissions rely on convolutional architectures. These results notwithstanding, we observe that the
submission ranked third outperforms the baseline by 16.7%,
while still based on GMMs. All submissions rely on widelyapplied input features, with the top three submissions based
on CQT features, mel spectrograms and MFCCs respectively.
Across submissions, the most popular features are MFCCs.
D. Discussion
Examining label-wise EERs, averaged across submissions,
we observe that the two least challenging labels are v and
b, with respective mean EERs 0.061 and 0.084. Analogously
averaging across submissions, the two most challenging labels
are m and o, with respective mean EERs 0.267 and 0.271. The
remaining labels c, p, f have the associated mean EERs 0.205,
0.218, 0.241, respectively.
As previously noted [32], a possible explanation for such
variation in submission-averaged performance across labels is
that perceptually salient acoustic events are relatively easy
to identify: Firstly, we expect the chosen audio features to
represent predominantly those events occurring in the acoustic foreground, as opposed to those events in the acoustic
background. Secondly, we expect those events which occupy
relatively long segments within the 4-second chunks to be
readily identifiable, due to relative abundance of relevant
frames for training models and building predictions. Our own
informal listening suggests that sources associated with labels
v and b indeed are relatively perceptually salient, frequently
occupying the entire duration of audio chunks. By comparison,
human utterances (labels c, m, f) are shorter in duration.
Nonetheless, among human speakers, child speech appears to
strongly occupy the acoustic foreground.
Table VIII indicates that the submission rankings that we
obtain with respect to individual labels may deviate from the
label-averaged ranking. To quantify such discrepancy between
rankings, for each label we compute Spearman’s ⇢ between
the EERs obtained for the given label, and the label-averaged
EERs. Notably, we observe negative rank correlations for
labels o and c, with ⇢ respectively -0.36 and -0.30. A
possible explanation for the observed behaviour is that relevant
acoustic events in chunks labelled o and c have relatively large
acoustic variability are hence more prone to overfitting: For
labels with large acoustic variability, we expect the relevant
structure in the data to be less discernable, owing to relative
data scarcity. This explanation appears consistent with the
observation that the GMM-based approach submitted by Yun
et al. [62] outperforms the ANN-based approaches submitted
by Lidy et al. [63] and Cakir et al. [20] for label c. That the
latter two submissions yield superior performance for labels m
and v further suggests an advantage of ANNs combined with
time-frequency input features compared to approaches based
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TABLE VIII
D OMESTIC AUDIO TAGGING TASK RESULTS FOR EVALUATION DATASET, QUANTIFIED USING EQUAL ERROR RATE (EER) AND RANKED BY EER
AVERAGED ACROSS LABELS .
System

Features

Classifier

Lidy
Cakir
Yun
Kong
Xu1
Xu2
DCASE
Vu
Hertela

CQT features
Mel spectrogram
MFCCs
Mel spectrogram
MFCCs
MFCCs
MFCCs
MFCCs
Magnitude spectrogram

CNN
CNN
GMM
DNN
DNN
DNN
GMM
RNN
CNN

0.210
0.250
0.177
0.195
0.209
0.203
0.191
0.226
0.183

c
0.182
0.159
0.253
0.280
0.313
0.304
0.326
0.307
0.278

Label-wise EER
m
f
v
0.214
0.035
0.168
0.250
0.027
0.208
0.179
0.102
0.207
0.229
0.090
0.221
0.216
0.040
0.249
0.236
0.037
0.275
0.314
0.056
0.212
0.293
0.078
0.218
0.234
0.080
0.201

p
0.032
0.022
0.032
0.039
0.065
0.048
0.117
0.078
0.323

b
0.320
0.258
0.266
0.272
0.272
0.280
0.249
0.279
0.246

Mean EER
o
0.166
0.168
0.174
0.189
0.195
0.198
0.209
0.211
0.221

a The submission by L. Hertel et al. was re-submitted after the deadline. The revised submission yielded substantially lower EERs, with the difference in
performance attributed to a software bug in the original submission.

on MFCCs, for representing and identifying events occurring
in the acoustic background.
To determine statistical significance of differences in performance, for each label and for each pair of submissions
we apply the sign test [64] to bootstrapped paired samples of
EERs. Observing that bootstrapped samples of EERs are not
guaranteed to be symmetric about the median for label b, we
motivate use of the sign test based on its few assumptions
about underlying distributions. With the exception of the
submission pair ‘Vu’ and ‘Xu1’ for label m, we observe that
p ⌧ 0.001 for all combinations of submissions and labels.
VII. D ISCUSSION
At first glance, deep learning methods stand out as the most
employed approach among submitted systems. The emergence
of neural network based methods is also obvious in the
comparison with DCASE 2013, where there were no systems
involving DNNs. It is likely that besides the general popularity
of deep learning as a novel technique, the amount of data
available in DCASE 2016 encouraged, and to a certain extent
supported their use. However, at least for the sound event detection tasks, the data size was still insufficiently large to allow
robust learning. In parallel with neural networks dominating
algorithm choice, it appears that data-driven approaches tend
to replace manual design. The combination of these factors
calls for more data, and this was seen by the participants as
the main aspect that needs improvement.
The acoustic scene classification task represents the most
straightforward supervised classification setup. For this reason,
Task 1 attracts interest through its possible uses in applications,
as well as simplicity of deploying the familiar machine learning techniques that do not require significant modifications for
this task. The latter is likely the reason for which Task 1 had
the highest number of participants, serving as a very good
entry level task for researchers starting work in the research
field. The amount of data provided for the task allowed use
of deep learning algorithms involving convolutive or recurrent
networks.
Sound event detection (Tasks 2 and 3) represented a more
difficult setup, and this resulted into a smaller number of
participants trying to tackle the problem. Participants’ opinions
gathered using a survey after the challenge indicate dissatis-

faction with the data amount for both tasks and class balance
in case of Task 3.
For Task 2 specifically, the use of simulated recordings is
counterbalanced by data generated under various conditions
with the benefit of a very accurate ground truth, which allowed
a detailed analysis of system performance in terms of specific
aspects (noise, event density, polyphony) that would hardly
be possible when considering real-world data. Although we
acknowledge that the sole use of simulated data cannot be
considered for definitive ranking of systems, we believe that
the described task design is of great interest when paired with
evaluation on real world data. Despite technical improvements
of the acoustic realism such as the use of reverberation filters
and 3-dimensional positioning of the sources, one interesting
avenue for improvements would be to design a task roughly
following the evaluation procedure presented in [50]. There,
systems are first evaluated against real-world data. Secondly,
a synthetic dataset is designed mimicking the real-world
data, ensuring that systems perform similarly. Lastly, the
systems are evaluated against variants of the synthetic data.
This procedure provides more grounding to the evaluation on
synthetic data and can provide insights about the performance
of systems for real-world data.
Naturally one should be careful in drawing conclusions
obtained with simulated data only, since it is unlikely to
present all the diversity present in real-world data. There
are also some caveats in the use of synthetic data, that can
very easily lead to erroneous conclusions. For example, one
should be very careful when combining samples from multiple
sample databases, since each database may have different
characteristics such as audio quality, recording device, etc. In
such a case, instead of recognizing target sound classes, an
analysis system may learn to recognize these database-specific
factors. Obviously, the same audio sample should not be
present in the dataset multiple times, and definitely not in both
the training and testing sets, in order to prevent overfitting.
Ideally, some synthesis process could be used to produce large
quantities of training material, but testing would be done with
smaller amount of carefully annotated real material.
The limited amount of data available for some classes in
Task 3 resulted in them not being detected at all by some
systems. This indicates that the optimization process was
guided by the activity of larger classes, in detriment of the
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classes that were insufficiently represented. However, such
data are a truthful representation of real world situations,
therefore in order to detect the less common sound events,
systems should deal with data imbalance rather than requiring
better balanced datasets.
Among the four tasks, a unique aspect of the audio tagging
task is its reliance on monophonic, downsampled audio as a
means of simulating the recording capabilities of commodity
hardware. To better establish the effect of such audio degradation on performance, future investigations should quantify
label prediction accuracy in response to a range of downsampling factors and simulated microphone characteristics.
With respect to evaluation metrics, it is worth pointing out
that the current definition of segment-based metrics might
not necessarily be the best way of measuring performance
for sound event detection. A segment-based metric considers
an event detected within a segment even if the sound is
marked active for a very short duration within the segment.
An event detected 10 ms early w.r.t. to reference annotation
is considered correct in terms of event-based metrics, but
may cause a false alarm if the 10 ms tolerance falls within
the preceding segment in the segment-based metric. As a
future recommendation, a rule on when an event should be
considered active within a segment could be implemented, e.g.
if the event is active at least 50% of the segment duration. A
specific issue with the error rate is that it can result in scores
surpassing 1, which can lead to interpretability issues; for this
reason it is useful to also compute the F-score, to ensure that
the measured output is plausible, even though it may contain
many detection errors.
The area of sound scene analysis is increasingly active
and there appears to be a need to maintain public evaluation
campaigns such as DCASE in the foreseeable future, not only
in order to evaluate the performance of state-of-the-art systems
but also to serve as a focal point for the emerging research
community. At the same time, issues around the long-term
sustainability of the challenge need to be addressed. Based on
the past challenges, a series of observations can be made:
•

Challenge organization: Regarding central challenge organization, while DCASE 2013 and 2016 were efforts
initiated by specific institutions and research groups, a
direct outcome following the completion of DCASE 2016
was the establishment of a steering group comprising
academics and researchers across several academic institutions and the industry, in an effort to provide highlevel advice on the challenge organization. This was
done in conjunction with receiving feedback from the
IEEE AASP Technical Committee on Audio and Acoustic
Signal Processing, as part of the committee’s Challenges
subgroup. A possible future direction, inspired by the
MIREX challenge on music information retrieval [39]
would be to de-centralize the organization of the various
challenge tasks. This would enable the involvement of
additional research groups and would also provide towards the long-term sustainability of the challenge by not
putting too much organizational effort towards a specific
research group.

•

•

•

•
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Data collection: Given the current setup of DCASE 2016
and the upcoming 2017 edition, where participants are
given access to unlabeled test data, there is a need
to produce new datasets for each new version of the
challenge. Currently the reference annotations of the evaluation dataset are published after the challenge concludes.
This creates sustainability issues, which can be addressed
by creating artificial datasets (for example using the
sound scene synthesizer of [50], as was done for DCASE
2013 and 2016), or by relaxing challenge assumptions by
allowing reuse and extension of past challenge datasets.
Introducing new tasks: DCASE 2013 included two tasks
on sound scene classification and sound event detection,
whereas the 2016 version additionally included an audio
tagging task. As the field evolves, there is a need to introduce new tasks on other areas of sound scene analysis.
For DCASE 2017 new tasks were introduced in the topics
of rare sound event detection and weakly supervised
sound event detection. As with the ‘challenge organization’ point above, the DCASE steering committee and
its community mailing list can serve as a first point of
contact towards introducing new tasks, or developing the
previous tasks to make them more realistic and useful for
the community.
Evaluation metrics: As observed in community discussions and from results of submitted systems, there is not
always an agreement on the use of evaluation metrics,
which can be attributed to both disciplinary practices as
well as a focus on specific applications. As part of future
challenges, we note the importance of incorporating new
evaluation metrics through community discussion in the
DCASE mailing list, whilst however always maintaining
past metrics for compatibility and completeness purposes.
This was achieved as part of DCASE 2016, where the
metrics toolbox for sound event detection [53] incorporated all metrics defined for DCASE 2013. In the long
term, such an effort could lead to a community-led sound
scene analysis evaluation toolbox similar to the ‘mir eval’
toolbox for music informatics1 . To support development
and testing of new metrics, and to allow measuring
performance of DCASE 2016 submissions using other
metrics than the ones provided in the challenge results,
the system outputs of all submitted systems were also
published 2 and are available for comparison against the
reference annotations.
Baseline systems: A major difference between DCASE
2013 and 2016 was the introduction of a unified baseline
system for Tasks 1, 3 and 4, which maintained the
same back-end processing and learning methods across
all tasks. Having this unified approach for all tasks can
be useful to make it easier to participate in multiple
tasks, and to more easily transfer findings between tasks.
On the other hand, specific tasks may require substantially different techniques, which may require baselines
using different learning methods. Once the research field

1 https://github.com/craffel/mir

eval

2 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.926660
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matures, we recommend that the baseline system is
advanced enough, so that surpassing the baseline system
performance is likely to require submitted systems to
incorporate novel techniques.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
DCASE 2016 Challenge evaluated computational methods
for analysis acoustic scenes and events. Publicly available
datasets, common metrics and evaluation procedures, and
publicly available baseline tools allowed evaluating different
algorithms independently from applications they have been
developed for. The challenge was a success in terms of
participation, the high number of participants showing that
the topics and proposed tasks are of great importance in
current audio research, and in particular on the emerging area
of computational sound scene analysis. The selected tasks
represent a good characterization of current interest, from the
more general acoustic scene classification and audio tagging
topics, to the detailed temporal detection of individual sound
events.
For upcoming challenges and workshops on the topic, it
is important to follow the suggestions and interest of the
scientific community in the process of tasks selection, and
to get involved with industrial researchers in order to have
a more complete view of the research field. This will allow
the community to suggest and coordinate tasks for future
challenges. With the help of a steering committee comprising
domain experts, the proposed tasks will be evaluated for
selecting the most interesting ones and for providing feedback
on their setup.
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